In this paper we give geometric characterisations for finite determinacy with respect to the various equivalence relations for convergent diagrams of smooth map germs. Using those results and known results on nice as well as semi-nice dimensions for smooth mappings due to Mather and Wall, we determine nice dimensions for some diagrams of smooth map germs. 
In this paper we will determine a range of dimensions P for which this determinacy holds in general, and also obtain some properties of various critical point sets of finitely IQ determined diagrams. For manifolds M v with dimensions in this nice range, the topological stability theorem is proved in the paper [N2] .
In the first chapter, we give a geometric characterization for finite IQ determinacy in terms of critical point sets. The finite /o determinacy of diagrams of map germs / = (f{), in other words C/ o (/) < r < oo, is an algebraic condition on their jets of the order e(P + r) + 1 (denoted e(r)) 9 depending on P and r and increasing with r. This condition defines algebraic sets Σ e^ in the jet spaces J e^ ( G, P) . So the set Σ c &{G 9 P) of non-finitely IQ determined diagrams is the pro algebraic set defined by Σ e^, r = 0, 1, ... (Proposition 2.2.2). We say that finite /o-determinacy holds in general if codimΣ = lim r _^ooCodimZ e(r) = oo. This condition is independent of whether we are in the real or complex case.
In §1.3, we define various critical point sets for diagrams, which are, in the complex case, rephrased in terms of the coherent sheaves Θ(U V ) 9 θ(fι) of holomorphic vector fields on U v9 sections of the bundles f^TUβ^ -> U a^ (//: U a^ -+ Uβ^) 9 and the morphisms tfi 9 tofi Then finite /o determinacy is equivalent to the finiteness of stalks of certain coherent sheaves N a^, β(l) = VQ considered as modules over #(U υ ) via fι\ in other words, the fi | sup^(/) are finite to one (supρΛ^(/) is the non-trivial locus of /) (Proposition 1.5.2).
Using this geometric characterization, our problem is reduced to one of estimation of the set of non-trivial as well as non-stable jets. In particular for the graph of height 2 (unions of two compositions) our nice range is completely determined using the function 2 σ(n, p) due to Mather. Now we recall some known results in the singularity theory of single mappings. The function m σ(n, p) is roughly defined to be the codimension of the union of X orbits of modality > m in the jet space J°° (n, p) , and Mather showed that the set Σ uns c J(n, p) of unstable jets has codimension> n (resp. > n) if and only if ι σ(n 9 p) > n: nice (resp. 2 σ(n, p) > n: semi-nice). He also determined the range of such nice pairs (n 9 p) for which C°° stable mappings are dense in the proper mapping space C™(N n , P p ) . The range of semi-nice pairs was recently determined by Wall [W3] , and in these dimensions the spaces C™ (N, P) , J(N 9 P) possess some remarkable properties, which we now briefly describe.
Gaίfney proved in his thesis that a holomorphic map germ /: C n , 0 -• C p , 0 is finitely si (= RL) determined (given that / is finitely 3£ determined, i.e., / | Σ(/) is finite to one) if and only if / is infinitesimally (C°°) multi-stable on a deleted neighbourhood of 0 G C. Later du Plessis proved that finite si determinacy holds in general if and only if codimΣ uns >n<=ϊ 2 σ(n, p) > n [P] . From our point of view, a composition f,g: [Nl] . This suggests that IQ determinacy holds in general if and only if the pair (n -r, p -r) of dimensions of the varieties is semi-nice. In fact, this is a part of Theorem 1.
, I e L, generates a partial order relation on the set of vertices V, i.e., v < v f if and only if there is an oriented path υ -> -• v' by edges joining υ to υ'. We say a finite connected tree G is convergent if V has only the maximal element in the order < and call the maximal element the sink or root of the tree G, denoted by ^o e V. It is then easily seen that any vertex v Φ VQ has just one edge l υ e L with a (l v 
Henceforward the graph G is always connected and convergent.
The (M a{l) , M β{l) ). ( 
The unfoldings of / € &(G 9 P) used in this paper are diagrams For unfoldings of the normal form above, the jet sections
where f u = (/ /M ) /€L .
We now introduce the new / equivalence relations for tuples of "integers" I = (a v ) ve y, 0 < a v < oo, *, in terms of C°°R algebra.
A C°°R algebra is an R algebra i£ with the following properties:
(1) for any smooth function germ / G &(n), n = 0, 1, ... , and elements X\, ... , x n G R, the composite /(JCI , ... , x n ) G R is given, (2) the morphism ev x : ^(Λ) -• i? given by ev x (/) = f(x\, ... , x n ) is an R algebra homomorphism for any x = (x\, ... , x n ),
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(3) for any smooth functions g\ 9 ... 9 g n € ί?(p), / G <?(ft) and jeR, i = 1, ... , n, j = 1, ... , p, the equality holds, i.e., ev x oev g = ev ev ^ .
A morphism of C°°R algebras of R to R! is an R algebra homomoφhism h\R-+ R! with the property:
(4) h{f{x u ... ,x n )) = f{h{x x ), ... ,h{x n )) for any /e?(n) and Xj , ... , X n G i? .
It is an easy exercise to see that any quotient !?(/?)// of the R algebra *?(/?) by an ideal / is a C°°R algebra, and the pullback /*:
) is a C°°R algebra homomorphism. Moreover all C°°R algebra isomorphisms of ί?(w) are given by pullbacks 0* of germs of diίfeomoφhisms of (R w , 0). As a convention we introduce a symbol * with the properties, *+/ = * 9 * + oc = * and /, oc < * for / e N. We write N* = N U {oc, *}, and define m(n)* = 0. Also, we denote by f*m
We denote the tuple of f) by Q/(/) Then two diagrams f,ge g(G, P) are defined to be / equivalent if the tuples Q}(f), Q}{g) are equivalent as diagrams of C°°R algebra homomorphisms on the dual diagram G* of G with the reversed orientation, in other words, there are C°°R algebra isomorphisms
Clearly the / equivalence class of / depends only on max{^} jets of fι, I e L, when the a υ are all finite. Note that the / equivalence relation for / = (*)^GF coincides with the ordinary C°° equivalence relation. Let / G r(G, P) (C°°(G, Λf)) be a diagram of smooth map germs (global mappings). Let θ(n) (Θ{N)) denote the gr(n) (C°°(iV)) module of smooth vector fields on (R π , 0) (N) and θ\fi) the &(p a (i)% (C oo (Af α(/) )) module of sections of the pullback bundle ff
are defined by the differential and the pullback of ,// and similarly for the global case.
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For simplicity we write
and define the morphism
By a result in the paper [Nl] , the & Ik {f) are all semi algebraic submanifolds of J k {G 9 P) and locally C°° trivial if a v Φ oc for v G V (Theorem 2.4.1-2 [Nl] ). For infinitesimally stable diagrams, the 7 0 equivalence relation, 7 0 = {a v ), a Vo = 0, α^ = * otherwise, and the ordinary C°° equivalence relations are the same (Theorem 4.2.1 [Nl] 
and the e(F) = (e υ (F) ) is a tuple of integers such that e Vo (F) = 0 and all entries are bounded by the function e(G, P + r) depending on P and r and increasing with r.
With the above condition (3) in mind, we define the / codimension Q{f) by leL for a tuple I = (a υ ) of integers α^ = 0, 1, ... , oo, *.
The following is a consequence of Theorem 0. 
.1 [Nl]). Let fe&(G, P) and Q Q (f) < r < oo. Then f is finitely I Q determined: there is an integer e(G, P + r) depending only on P, r with the property that if g G !?((?, P) has the same e(G 9 P + r) jet as f then g is IQ equivalent to f and Cj (g) <r.
More generally we have 
is infinitesimally stable. 
be the morphism induced from the restriction Γ(/):0 Θ θ(p Vo ) c Θ(P) -> θ{f). If / is infinitesimally stable (Γ(/) is surjective), °J(/) is also surjective. Let v\, ... , ^ G F be all vertices of G of height 1. Then the morphism induced from δ(f)
holds for some /, and the prolongation f c -is trivial by the second criterion (**) for triviality. (G,P) admits an irreducible diagram f e ^(G, P) with C/(/) < r, then G is a P + r tree, i.e., any vertex υ eV has less than p v + r + 1 edges I e L with β{l) = v.
Proof. By Theorem 0.3.3 / admits an infinitesimally stable unfolding F e %(G, P + r) of dimension r. If G is not a P + r tree, by Corollary 1.1.3, some prolongation F r -in F is trivial, from which it follows that the prolongation f G -is trivial by Proposition 1.1.1. This is a contradiction to the assumption that / is irredicible. From now on, we assume G is a finite convergent tree (connected), and we call f x simply a tree of / (possibly disconnected). The prolongation of a connected tree f x with root x is the tree f x -, where X~ = XU f(X) = XUx, i.e., the union of f x and the edge f ίx :x -+ fι(x), x £ Λf α (/). A connected tree /r of / is maximal if f x is irreducible and any connected tree f x > with X ^ X' is reducible. A maximal tree f x is called the maximal tree of x if x £ X U /(ΛΓ), and denoted by /^ . The maximal branch f χ^ on x e Af v is the branch of the maximal tree /r of x on x: X£ Γ = X x Π (Ut/<?; M O By definition the maximal tree of x always exists (possibly empty), and its uniqueness is easily seen.
Let Xf = X x U {x, x ι , ... , 
M' f
Now we define the critical set C V Q(f) c M v for v Φ v § to be the set of roots of connected Q trees /* such that the prolongation f xis non-trivial.
If Q = oc we simply write C^ (/). We define the discriminant sets
D vQ (f)= U //(c β(/)e (/)), A,(/)= U and conventionally we define C υ ρ(/) = DV O Q(/)
anc^ C Vo (f) = A, o (/). By definition, a Q tree°/x> X = U/eL^/ ?
x / c M a(l)/ is irreducible if and only if X\ c C α (/)ρ(/) for all / E L. It is worth noting that the maximal branch on x e M υ is the tree f χ br, Xbr = y^; <^ ^( χ ) n c v >(f). We define the unstable set S V (F) c M v to be the set of roots of noninfinitesimally stable trees of / in M v .
Let fx be a connected tree of /. We say / is a good representative of fx if / satisfies the following conditions (l)- (4): (1) fx is a maximal tree, if f x is irreducible. In the next section, we show that any finitely /Q. determined (C/ o (/) < oc) convergent diagram of (either C°° or complex analytic) map germs admits a good representative in which it is embedded as a tree. The /-th fitting ideal of a coherent sheaf of ^f(C/)-modules M is defined locally by the /-th fitting ideals of free resolutions, and globally by patching them up to a sheaf of ideals on U by the uniqueness of the /-th fitting ideals (for details, see [Ti] 
is a coherent sheaf of ideals. We remark that V(σ°(M)) = suppΛf holds as topological spaces.
In the following we construct coherent shaves N a^( f) (Mβ^η(f)) of ^(C/ α (/)) (^f(C/^(/)))-modules, by shrinking the open neighbourhoods U υ if necessary, for any finitely /o determined / G 0{G 9 P). We define N a^η (f) by the exactness of the following sequence for / E L such that a(l) is a minimum with respect to the order <
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on V, and by the exactness of the following sequence
for other / e L, where ω/^ are the 0(C/^(/'))-homomorphisms induced from ωfi'iθiUβy')) -+ 0(/r). And we define Mβ^(f) by the exactness of the following sequence 
= S v β).
Next we show the condition (2) for good representatives. It suffices to show that if C/ (/) = r < oo, then Cj (fx) < r for any maximal tree fx of x G U VQ , by the induction hypothesis. As we have seen above,
which is the rank of 
hence / is finitely IQ determined.
Proof of Proposition 1.5.2. The "only if part follows from the existence of a good representative (Proposition 1.4.1), and the "if part is given by applying Lemma 1.5.1 to branches G v on vertices v e V inductively descending along G to the root VQ . 
y) -» Uβ(j)) is a good representative of F e t?c(G, P + r).
Now we claim that the restriction
is a good representative of F e &(G, P + r) . The properties (1), (2) for good representatives are obvious (since the condition Ci{fχ) < r is an algebraic condition on a finite jet of fx by Theorem 0.3.2 and 0.3.4). Clearly C υ {F~) c C v (F-) Similarly to the case q v < oo, we can define the notion of maximal Q tree of / e C°°(G, M) as follows: a tree fx is Q maximal if fx is irreducible and any Q tree f x >, X § X 1 , is reducible. In fact, for any x e Σ(fι) 9 I G L, a maximal Q tree containing x as a vertex exists. However its uniqueness should not be expected.
2. Genericity of finite /Q determinacy. We call a subset Σ c <T(G, P) (or Σ c έ%(G, P)) a pro algebraic set if there are algebraic sets Σ r in / r (G, P) for r = 0, 1, ... (or r -r\ < r 2 < "-) such that
Preliminary and some properties of pro sets in i*(G,P) and <?(G, P). Let G = (V,
(1) Σ r+1 c π;l χ r (Σ r ) for all r and (2) pr(ΛT 1 (Σ Γ ) = Σ. Sometimes we call Σ simply a pro set. We define codimΣ = lim codimΣ r .
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We say a property P for / e &(G 9 P) (resp. / e <%((?, P)) holds in general if it holds outside a pro set of infinite codimension.
To introduce some properties of pro sets, let Σ z , / = 1, 2, ... , be pro sets in (G, P) or £% ((?, P) . Then the countable intersection f)°l { Σ/ is a pro set. In fact, this is a projective limit of the finite intersections Σ defining the pro sets Σ z . Conversely a finite union of pro sets is a pro set. So we see immediately countable products and finite sums of generic properties are again generic.
